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Editorial
Fellow Pnuts
For June 2013 we are bringing you a 40th Anniversary Special
Edition of Anything but Average. In this era of resurgence of
interest in the P76 a number of events have converged which
honour the vehicle for the great Aussie achievement that it is.
When you listen to the Guest Speakers at the various events
throughout the anniversary weekend you are then humbled by
what the Engineers and Management were up against at the
time and you also begin to realise just what a ground breaking
design the car was; if only it was given the opportunity to go
to a second a subsequent series of models.
While I was attending the 40th Anniversary Dinner it was
announced that a P76 had just won the Peking to Paris
Endurance Rally so one has to wonder coincidence or fate? A
full story is contained in this issue.
For you dual handicapped Pnut/Philatelic obsessed collectors
out there, Australia Post has issued a stamp featuring the P76.
I was able to obtain a First Day Cover Pictured Below which
are available at your Aust Post outlet if you’re quick. There are
several First Day Covers in the series so obviously it’s the one
that features the Plum Loco P76 with Canberra in the
background that you will be after.
This issue contains articles and pictures from the celebratory
events in Winton and Canberra and some nostalgic glimpses at
the hype surrounding the launch of the P76 including; some
old press snippets and some new, a copy of the original Press
Release and to wind back the clock 40 years some old
advertisements from suppliers congratulating Leyland on the
Launch. I do Hope you enjoy this issue
Regards Martyn

fixing everything to make sure we kept going hard. It’s
the best rally car I’ve ever driven!”
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P76 Wins Peking to Paris
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Octogenarian Gerry Crown is celebrating after winning the
fifth Peking to Paris Rally with navigator Matt Bryson in a
1973 Leyland P76 – just as the vehicle is celebrating its
40th anniversary.

Australians Gerry, aged 81, triumphed in the Classics
division for the second Peking to Paris running with
navigator Matt after a relentless battle with British duo of
Peter Lovett and Tim Smith in the 1965 Porsche 911, who
had to settle for second place. However Peter and Tim still
had cause to celebrate after winning the new European
Trophy for the classics.
“I’ve competed in the Peking to Paris four times and this
one was the most demanding and the most competitive”,
said Gerry with a bottle of champagne in his hand as he
crossed the Paris finish line. “The victory is all down to
the car. Every night Matt got under the car, checking and

The ex-1974 World Cup Rally winning Citroen DS23,
crewed by Robbie Sherrard and Peter Washington,
came third in a car that Peter described as “continually
punching above its weight.”
In the Vintageants group, the trophy was raised by the
British team of Phil Garratt and Kieron Brown in their
red 1937 Chevy Fangio Coupe. This was Phil and
Kieron’s first endurance rally and so what better car to
do it in than the 2010 winning car. But that didn’t give
them the edge claims Phil.

“We had to totally rebuild the car when we got it as it
had been trashed in 2010,” says Phil. “We’ve spent
three years preparing the car and any mechanical
problems on the road were minor, the worst being the
clutch cable breaking. But with a spare on board, it
was soon fixed. We spent up to three hours every
night checking the car for anything else.”
New Zealanders Bruce and Ben Washington came
second, but celebrated like they had won nonetheless,
in their 1929 Chrysler 75 Roadster. Brits Mike Reeves
and Michelle Jana Chan in the 1940 Ford Coupe, came
third.

Winners of the European trophy for the Vintageants
category were Canadian’s Tony and Lee Strolzow in the
Bentley Drophead.
Out of the 96 cars that left the Great Wall of China on 28th
May, 86 cars crossed the finish line in Place Vendome,
Paris today, with thousands waiting, including friends and
family wanting to see their loved ones after 33 days on
the road.
The crews have travelled around 8,000 miles, driving
almost half way around the globe, crossing two
Continents and the biggest single land-mass between two
capital cities that has seen a full east to west crossing of
the World’s greatest wilderness. Its too early to ask them
if they’d do it all again even though most would jump
back in their cars at the chance.
The next Peking to Paris Motor Challenge takes place in
2016 and organisers the Endurance Rally Association are
promising a route through Nepal and Tibet, retracing the
wheel tracks of the Himalaya Rally.

Your Club Needs You
Sun 28st July 2013
East Malvern RSL Club
Stanley Grose Drive
East Malvern
The meeting will be conducted between 2.00pm
and 3.30pm. Tea/Coffee (TOC) and dunkin
bickies will be provided throughout the
afternoon. For those who wish to partake a meal
with mates you can enjoy a meal in the Bistro
from 12.30.

MEDIA WATCH
Original Leyland Press Release

LEYLAND P76 – WHAT THE
ROAD TESTERS SAID IN 1973
“Drive Leyland’s P76 and you feel proud. Proud that
the car is all Australian. It’s that good.”

“P76 is probably the most Australian car yet produced
here in terms of local design content. From earliest
conception to the final pre-production prototypes, P76
is almost wholly Australian from the ground up.”
Wheels,

July 1973

Wheels, July 1973

“In many respects the car is an object lesson to rival
manufacturers GMH, Ford and Chrysler.”
Sydney Mirror, 6 June 1973

*** “For my money the P76 is the outstanding local
newcomer of the decade. Whatever you think of the
boot shape, it is practical. It allows the spare wheel to
be stowed upright and out of the way in a rear wing,
enables the fuel tank to be fitted in a safe and stonefree location near the rear axle and gives the car even
more boot space than a Ford Fairlane. The Big Three
are in for a scrap, for the P76 is a serious and in some
ways superior competitor.”
Sun Herald, 10 June 1973

“It will win a lot of friends in the country with its high
speed bitumen and gravel stability, handling, braking,
excellent lighting and roominess. With its wide E76S14
tyres as standard, a driver would have to be careless
to get into trouble.”
Sunday Independent, 1 July 1973

“The car appears to answer exactly the needs of the
average Australian car buyer in size, facilities, comfort,
durability and price.”
Sunday Times, 10 June 1973

“One of the most impressive features of this car was
the brakes. Power-assisted discs are standard on all
P76s and they really work well.”
Canberra Times, 28 August 1973

“Leyland Australia’s new big car, the P76, is probably
the best thing that has happened for the motoring
public since the first locally built car 25 years ago.”
Sunday Telegraph, 10 June 1973

“A rushed but quite uneventful trip in Leyland’s P76
has left me with a lot of respect for the car. Involving
2500 miles within 5 days, it amounted to a fairly
substantial proving run for Australia’s newest car.
Despite its newness, and without the benefit of a
proper service, it performed superbly, proving itself to
be an excellent long distance touring car.”
The Australian, 18 June 1973
“It required no more than a mile or so to feel
comfortable with the P76. It’s that kind of car. The
feel of the P76 is superb, with the fairly even weight
distribution making the car easy to drive over most
surfaces.”
Albany Advertiser, 29 June 1973
“After having driven all 3 models of the P76 over
hundreds of miles of bitumen and forestry roads, I
was impressed. As both engines are comparable in
weight, Leyland has set up the P76 with 50-50 weight
distribution – this accounts for the car’s neutral
handling and superb roadholding on the dirt. At speed
through 90 degree bends over the loose gravel
surface, the P76 test cars had to be literally thrown
sideways to entice the rear to break.”
Sunday Independent, 10 June 1973
“The P76 breaks interesting new ground in terms of
secondary safety, because it is the first car of
Australian manufacture to incorporate side-impact
barriers. In terms of primary safety, it also stands up
well to scrutiny.”
Autosafe, June/July 1973

“It is a driver’s car with the uncanny feeling of being
smaller to handle than it actually is. The interior layout
established early in the Project has clearly had the
needs of a driver in mind. A completely new car with
many features which shatters the current myth of the
Australian car, and sets precedents which others will
follow.”

“Rear seating is the best of any big car in the country.
Steering was light, and very tight. I could U-turn in
two lanes of highway effortlessly, and it was very
positive.
When the test car was returned, it was
with a certain amount of reluctance – because we feel
the car has a lot of potential.”
West Car and Track, June 1973

RoyalAuto, RACV, October 1973

“It is the first Australian car to have been designed
for an aluminium engine – allowing significant weight
savings throughout the car without sacrificing body
rigidity.”
WACC”s Motor Industry, July 1973

“Like a well-bred Snowy colt, the P76 showed strong
Australian heritage and did not flinch in the rough
conditions…..it handled exceptionally well for a family
sedan.”
Daily Telegraph, 6 June 1973

“Leyland claims the P76 is anything but average, and
with this I agree fully.”

Geraldton Guardian, 30 June 1973
“This is a car which handles extremely well. There is a
vast amount of room inside. The high quality of the
seating, whether it be bench in the front or buckets,
offers firm support where it is really needed.”
Sydney Morning Herald, 11 June 1973
“The P76 interior is a revelation. Before the P76 we
often wondered how manufacturers could build such big
cars and yet engineer such small passenger
compartments into them. Leyland has shown its
opposition what can really be done with a coil spring
rear end. There’s a hefty 8 1/2 inches of travel that
makes it almost impossible to bottom the car at the
rear. The same can be said for the front end.”
Motor Manual, August 1973
“The V8 is a lusty performer, reasonably silent in
operation for an all-alloy unit, with very free-revving
characteristics. Since the P76 will hurry around a corner
as fast as the other three (Holden, Falcon, Valiant),
accelerate as easily, cruise as effortlessly, provide safe
overtaking reserves, keep you abreast of the traffic flow
without conscious effort – and still pack more miles into
the gallon than its competitors, we feel it rates the thin
edge of the vote.”
Modern Motor, August 1973
“I like it ! Just three little words, coming unsolicited
from my friend Leo, and echoed by so many in response
to Leyland’s P76.”
West Australian, 19 June 1973
“If Leyland Australia can’t sell the new P76 in profitable
quantities, then there is something wrong with the
average new car buyer.”
Wheels,August 1973
“Steering, naturally, plays a big role in keeping the car
controllable. With the rack and pinion set up, the P76 is
by far the most direct steerer in its class. Driver effort
is minimal, even without power steering. Braking, too,
is superior to the opposition. The one thing most people
want to know about is the performance of the 4.4 alloy
V8 – in a word – GREAT ! All the hackneyed words one
usually associates with a good V8 – tractable, torquey,
responsive, effortless, etc – easily come to mind with
the Leyland alloy unit.”
Motor Manual, August 1973

LEYLAND P76 FROM THE
INSIDE
Date June 14, 2013 Will Hagon
Will Hagon helped launch the P76 in 1973 and recalls
the story of its rise and fall.
Ah, the infamous Leyland P76, the car that everyone
thinks they know about but which far fewer have
driven. Because it’s been put in the ‘crook cars’ basket
and become popular for cheap laughs, its good points
are long forgotten.

Uncertainty about the company's future probably cut it
down as much, if not more, than the car itself.
In my latter days of nearly four years in PR at BLMC
(later Leyland Australia) it came to me to organise the
release of the P76 to the motoring press and, thereby,
the public.
Like now with VF Commodore, Leyland’s future depended
on P76 being well accepted and selling strongly,
although, even if it did, revenues from it would not have
brought in much money. Gross profit on the base,
taxi/fleet model was $40. On the top-of-the-line V8, it
was just $200. Then, as now, it needed more than the
Australian market for it to succeed.
I was pleased, when our fleet of press cars were
registered, to discover that we’d been in time at the
NSW RTA to have GKH prefix on our number plates
rather than the GMH prefix that wasn’t far away.
The in-line six cylinder single overhead cam engine,
which had, in smaller capacity, been in the front-wheeldrive Tasmans and Kimberleys, was just adequate. Its
2.6-litre engine was smaller than both the Ford and
Holden family car engines, so had less power and torque.
A willing gearbox and lots of revs were its best friends.
But the V8 was very different. It was derived from GM’s
BOP (Buick Oldsmobile Pontiac) alloy engines. Rover
used the original 3.5 litre capacity successfully for
several vehicles, while Jack Brabham and Repco used the
Buick block as the base for the in 3l F1 Repco engines in
the 1965-6 Brabhams. They won two drivers and two
constructor’s world championships. There was also a

Traco Oldsmobile
outstanding!

race engine, so its lineage was

So the V8 engine was not only good, it was several
decades before Ford and Holden caught up. Despite its
4.4 litres, it was lighter than the four cylinder B-series
BMC engine in the Austin 1800!
The P76 V8 went hard and handled well. It had more
power than its rivals and much better weight
distribution. The hardest-driving of the then small
number of motoring journalists was a professional rally
and sometime race driver John Keran. He loved the P76
handling, getting massive oversteer slides from it in his
testing on dirt, just like a thoroughbred rally car. He
thought it outstanding.
Because of its sure-footed handling, for many years
P76s, including long after its demise, were popular tow
vehicles for race cars.
To suggest that P76 was without merit is ignorant. It
also suggests that those who, mostly, cast favourable
judgement on it at the time didn’t know what they were
talking about. It had its faults but, as with other
Australian cars on which some derive great pleasure
from tipping large buckets of bile, it was good opposition

to its rivals and better in some ways. And, as is still the
case in this country, it was done for a fraction of the
budget needed in most other markets.
Its V8 engine, its handling and some aspects of its
design, such as the wipers below the bonnet line, were
many years ahead of the Holdens and Fords of the time.
They had money that Leyland could only dream of. I
remember an engineer saying that Ford or Holden would
have refined the instrument and door handle design and
cut $100 from it. “But we only had time to do the initial
design.”
If only the parent company in England had not been
going down, its Australian arm might, with more time
and budget, have turned P76 into a winner, although it
might have needed a different badge on it for it to be
accepted

TWIST
OF
IRONY
AS
ENTHUSIASTS CELEBRATE
CAR THAT SANK LEYLAND
BY:GEOFFREY LUCK
From:The Australian June 25, 2013 12:00AM
AFTER a half-century of pretence and billions of dollars
of taxpayers' money, we are witnessing the last
convulsions of the Australian car manufacturing industry.
Tariffs, incentive plans and subsidies under various
inventive names are all that have kept the illusion alive.
One by one, the foreign-owned parent companies that
tried to produce their popular cars in Australia have
pulled out. But the most spectacular failure was Leyland
Australia. Its Sydney plant was the biggest in the
southern hemisphere, employing 5000 people. Leyland's
final-year loss was $52.3 million, ($360m today) then
the biggest in Australia's history. The published losses
across its last five years were $65m ($450m), but
probably amounted to more than $81m ($560m).
It is ironic that on the eve of the 40th anniversary of the
launch of the P76 -- the car that was to have saved
Leyland -- the debate about government support for the
car industry is fiercer than ever.
There were many reasons for the collapse of Leyland but
most have echoes today. The parent company in Britain
was in financial difficulties. It had reluctantly given the
Australians $20m to build their own car but was in no
position to help further.
The P76 was the first Australian car designed from a
blank sheet of paper, to compete in the then dominant
medium segment of the market. Despite being more
advanced than its competitors, it failed on poor product
quality. Leyland was caught between mounting monthly
losses and pressures to bring the car to market before it
was properly developed. But because of inept
government local-content plans that fragmented the
market, the ground had shifted under its feet. When the
P76 was planned in 1969, Holdens, Falcons and Valiants
had 68 per cent of the market and Japanese makes just
14 per cent. By 1974, the medium sector was down to

56 per cent and the Japanese had 27 per cent.
In the past, high tariffs protected the local industry but
did nothing to encourage innovation. So-called Australian
cars fell behind the rest of the world in safety, roadholding and engineering. The Leyland collapse, with the
loss of 3000 jobs, rocked the Whitlam government and
the trade union movement as the country headed into
recession. The Clerks Union imposed a waterfront ban on
car imports and the ACTU convened an emergency
meeting. Cabinet papers show that Bob Hawke, then
ACTU president, called on the government to impose
immediate quotas on imports, which had reached 34 per
cent. Hawke wrote to Kep Enderby, minister for
manufacturing industry: "A significant and viable
manufacturing industry is essential to the continuance of
a healthy full employment (and) Australian economy."

possibility of being involved in too heavy a capital
investment."
Yet 40 years on, the P76 has prospered as an
enthusiasts' car, with clubs in every state. Next Sunday,
more than 50 of the cars will be drawn up in front of Old
Parliament House, Canberra, to celebrate their survival.
Geoffrey Luck was an ABC journalist and wrote his MBA
thesis on the P76.

The Hawke document went on to propose that the
government acquire the complete Leyland enterprise to
produce small cars for the enlarged market it said would
be created by the import restrictions. Nothing came of it;
instead, the government acquired the Waterloo site for
$20m and bought 760 cars for $1.62m -- funds that
enabled Leyland to restructure as an assembler and
importer.
The 1974 report of the Industries Assistance Commission
found there was space for only three local producers. It
estimated that protection to the motor industry between
1963 and 1974 had cost $1.5 billion ($10bn at today's
value). The IAC recommended abolishing local-content
plans and moving to a tariff on imported cars of 25 per
cent in the long term.
The Metal Trades Industry Association was outraged. It
retorted that the IAC was out to destroy Australian
industry.
Frequent change of government policy has been the
bugbear of the industry, but the trend in protection has
been steadily downwards. Since 1964 there have been
six major car industry plans with at least 22 complicated
changes in protection or assistance, from tariffs to
quotas to grants. The IAC and its successors have
undertaken six comprehensive reports, consistently
underlining the high cost of protection to motorists, and
arguing that "competition is the only effective discipline
on economic efficiency". Effective assistance to the car
industry reached a peak of 140 per cent in the mid1980s but was down to 15 per cent in 2000. Tariffs on
imported cars, 57.5 per cent in 1978, are now 5 per
cent.
How has the industry responded? The boom in sports
utility vehicles has found it wanting, still trying to sell
Commodores and Falcons. Those medium cars now
comprise only 7.5 per cent of vehicle sales, as against 24
per cent for SUVs. Yet halving the tariff on SUV imports
as long ago as 1988, with further reductions in 1996,
invited a change in consumer demand that has been
taken up by motorists but seems to have been ignored
by the industry.
William Morris (Viscount Nuffield) bought the Victoria
Park racecourse in Sydney in the late 40s for a factory to
make Morris cars. The minutes of the last meeting of
Nuffield Australia Pty Ltd he attended in 1952 record a
message too many have ignored: "M'lord Chairman
expressed himself on the dangers of expanding far in
excess of market potentialities, and warned against the

AFTER 40 YEARS, P76
DRAWS MORE FANS THAN
CRITICS
Dave Ellery Reporter for the Canberra Times
June 26

It's taken 40 years but the Leyland P76 has finally shaken
off its ''lemon'' label, Canberra car owner and former
motoring writer Col Gardner says.
He and his wife Bernice took over her late father's nearmint Targa Florio model in 1995 and say they always only
ever get positive comments when they take it out for a
spin.
''People will come up to you and say 'if only they'd kept
making them','' Mr Gardner said.

''Four decades have passed and people still feel an
emotional connection with these vehicles, appreciate their
heritage and are working to ensure they are preserved,''
he said.
More than 150 Leyland owners are set to converge on
Canberra for two days of activities this weekend and
between 75 and 100 P76s and P76 derivatives are to be
on display at the Old Parliament House Gardens on
Sunday.
However Mr Gardner does not believe the P76 would have
had a long production life, regardless of how good it had
been.
''Leyland Australia had been marginal for years; Leyland
had terrible problems in the UK and the decision to close
the Australian factory was made in February 1974, only
eight months after the P76 went on the market,'' he said.
That decision was a close-held secret and Leyland
Australia staff were already hard at work on an updated
model when they learnt the plant was to close eight
months later.
''There were teething problems but they were no worse
than those affecting the new Holden and Falcon and the
engineers were working to fix them,'' he said. ''[P76]
issues included water leaks and poor panel fit.''
He cites Ford's Cortina, which survived in various guises
into the 1980s, as probably the worst Australian lemon of
the era. It was plagued with major assembly faults, water
and dust leaks and reliability issues. On one famous
occasion a dashboard actually fell into a magazine road
tester's lap while he was driving the car he had just
picked up out of Ford Australia's car park.
''Ultimately it was the economics of the industry that were
going to take the P76 out,'' Mr Gardner said. ''The only
way the P76 could have survived was if it had knocked off
one of the existing big three in the market - the Valiant,
Holden or Falcon.''
His views echo a newspaper headline written before
Leyland closed down in 1974. It stated ''Four into 300,000
won't go''. Only 450,000 new cars were registered in
1973. About a third were imports.
The 300,000 cars remaining were not a big enough
market to support four major local manufacturers.

''It was the collapse of Leyland Australia that killed the
P76, not the other way around. The car's death warrant
was signed in England before it had a chance to prove
itself here.''
Mr Gardner said this weekend's celebrations to mark the
launch of the car in Canberra on June 26, 1973,
vindicated a significantly underrated Australian car.

The Valiant struggled through the 1970s and production
ended in 1981. Its successor, Mitsubishi, stopped making
cars here in 2008. Ford is to cease production next year.
Nissan, which had started local production in the 1970s
and manufactured 200Bs, Bluebirds, Pulsars, Pintaras and
Skylines in Melbourne, shut down in 1992.

Social Pages
Historic Winton
For the Victorian Owners Club the 40th anniversary celebrations were
kicked off on the 24th to the 26th May at Australia’s largest and most
popular all-historic motor race meeting “Historic Winton”. The meeting
presented a weekend of non-stop racing featuring over 400 historic racing
cars and motorbikes from the 1920s to the 1980s. Celebrations at the
2013 event included the 40th anniversary of the commencement of
production of the Leyland P76 in 1973.
For the club this was a premier event and we mustered 12 vehicles for the
display and laps of honour and all Victorian Club Participants had to travel
some distance to participate. I would like to take the opportunity on behalf
of the club to thank those who made the journey to represent the club and
make our participation a success.
Martyn and Silvia Hayes (Geelong) – Bitter Apricot V8 3 Spd Manual
Super
Phil McCumisky (Rochester) – Country Cream V8 4 Spd Manual Super
Brian and Travis Carte (Tyabb)– Country Cream V8 Auto Super
Ken Western (Melbourne) – Bold as Brass V8 Auto Super
David and Rachel Walker (Melbourne)– Marcus Kneebone’s Crystal
White V8 Auto Deluxe
Kevin Smith (Bonegilla)– Country Cream L6 Auto Super
Scott Reynolds (Wodonga)- Bitter Apricot V8 Auto Super
John and Linda Beattie (Melbourne) – Bitter Apricot V8 Auto Executive
Roland and Helen Stewart Stephens (Talbot) – Yellow V8 Auto
Executive
Damien Pearce (Canberra) – Omega Navy V8 Auto Targa
Joe Blitz from (Melbourne) – NV Green V8 Auto Super
Paul Allwood and Simon Guffogg (Bannockburn) - Oh Fudge V8 3
Spd Manual Deluxe

P76 Cars on Display at Winton Raceway
The event also celebrated 110 years of Buick, Standard and Vauxhall, 100
years of Morris, 80 years of Railton, 60 years since the 1st Redex Trial, 60
years of Lightburn Zeta, Sunbeam Alpine, FJ Holden and Triumph TR2, 50
years since the 1st Bathurst, 50 years of EH Holden, Lamborghini and
Honda.

Our cars on display attracted a lot of attention
with not a derogatory comment to be heard.
Onlookers tend to fall in to two categories;
those who have not grown up knowing the car
and are very curious once they understand
that it was an Aussie Car and for those who
remember with nostalgia and want to swap
stores about their fathers or grandfathers
much loved car. In the curious group there are
a smattering of English Migrants who know
well British Leyland products but are very
curious that Leyland produced a large car that
was unique to Australia and NZ. They are also
interested to hear that the Aussie Morris
Marina is so different to the English one
particularly the 6 Cyl Version.
During the day we were invited to take to the
track and join the laps of honour.
Ten cars took to the track for the 2 Laps but
(Gulp) only 9 made if off under their own
power.
Left The Pre Laps Lineup of P76

A little dirt in the fuel line produced and
embarrassing moment for Scott Reynolds who
had to be unceremoniously towed from the
track but was easily fixed two minutes after
returning to the display area.
View from the back window of my Bitter
Apricot (Where is Scotty?????)

All the cars on display at the meeting were
judged by the organisers of the event. We are
happy to report that the trophy for the
Outstanding Spectator Vehicle was won a
Pristene Yellow Leyland P76 Executive.
Congratulation goes to Vic Club Members Rolly
and Helen Stewart Stevens. Their car is a
credit to them and well deserved the judging
as the best car on display.

Rolly with his P76 Executive – Right

40th Anniversary Celebrations Canberra June 2013
From those who made the pilgrimage to Canberra I think you will find there is a resounding thumbs up.
The organisers did an outstanding job with the itinery, publicity and with the man upstairs organising
great weather to enjoy the celebrations and display of cars!
On the Friday morning Silvia and I set off for Canberra having spent a few days servicing, tuning and tweeking the car
to ensure that all went well. Dispite the back of mind apprehension I held for my worn V8 (third time around the
clock) I was determined that my Bitter Apricot was going to be there for the 40th Celebration. First stop was to pick up
Nick Koulelis at the airport and then off to the Donnybrook Rd Servo on the Hume Highway to meet up with the other
Tassie guys. Bob Findlay, Andrew Frith in Bob’s Spanish Olive Executive and Greg Varveris with his Home on the
Orange Super, travelled overnight the high seas of Bass Straight on the Devonport/Melbourne ferry.
After a brief top up of fuel, oil and
breakfast we were on our way in convoy. If
you must be forced to be associated and
travel with a Spansh Olive P76 is might as
well be Bob’s as his is a fine example of a
great car with a much deserved colour image
inferiourity complex. We even let Bob travel in the
convoy albeit bringing up the rear. We were hoping
to be in Canberra before sundown as Bob was having
some issues with his headlight switch. Apparently
one of his wires had ruptured and all the smoke
leaked out.

Clockwise Nick Kounelis, Yours Truly, Andy
Frith, Bob Findlay and Greg Varveris

Heading up the freeway in a group convoy is a very
safisfying feeling and the spectacle attracted an
element of rubber necking followed by thumbs up
from passing motorists. We had 2 scheduled stops
for fuel and an oil top up at Glenrowan and Yass and
a scheduled lunch stop at Holbrook. We also had an
unscheduled stop for oil top up after a bit of
whinging from Gregs Engine. From Yass we proceded
straight
through
to
Canberra
arriving
at
approximately 5.00pm.
After a brief rest it was off to a casual dinner at the
Ainslie Football Club followed by some interesting
presentations from Engineers and Past Managers
from Leyland Australia.
Press Release Run to Gundaroo Sat 29th
Replicating the press release run from 1973,
registered participants in the 40th Anniversary
celebrations recreate the original run to Gundaroo in
P76 cars. The run took us through the Canberra
hinterlands up to the Honeysuckle Creek Tracking
Station Site. Here we gathered for a short stay
before heading off to the Tidbinbilla Deep Space
Communication Station.
Left Silvia, Ken, Rachel, David and Trevor with
smiles of relief being no longer lost

ET Phone Home …Surrender
your Planet Earthlings

After a hearty morning tea at the overwhelmed Tracking Station Kiosk (more visitors in one morning than they would
get in a week) we had enough time for ET (Marcus Kneebone) to phone home however his home planet refused the
call because he tried to reverse the charges.
We headed back through Canberra and on to Gundaroo where we were treated to an Aussie BBQ, soup, Tea or Coffee
and awesome brownies laid on by the Gundaroo Rural Fire Service Volunteers.
There was a fundamental flaw in the concept of following a set of instructions outlining the route to be taken in that
everybody got lazy and just followed the P76 in front. The glue came unstuck when you realise the car in front is lost
too and when you get stuck at a red light the P76 you were following fades into the distance and there is no one to
follow. That said we did finally arrive at Gundaroo but I don’t think by the route originally intended. I was particularly
thrown by crossing the border back into NSW, I had assumed Gundaroo was in the ACT!
Saturday evening was the Official Dinner
so 150 Pnuts and Partners donned suits
and frocks and converged on the
Lakeside Hotel. The evening was MC’d by
Motoring Journalist Will Hagon, and we
were entertained by guest speakers that
took us back to the early seventies and
gave insight to the goings on in the
corridors of Leyland both here and in the
UK.
It is not until you listen to these guys
that you realise how different Leyland
was to the other carmakers of the time
and how dedicated these people were to
the design and production of a truly
ground breaking australian car. For their
part they suceeded; the Car did not seal
the fate of Leyland Australia as had been
reported, the car was in fact doomed by
decision by the UK parent to shut down
foreign manufacturing interests.

The sun rose on Sunday morning to a crisp but beautiful day perfect for the Concours to be held on the lawns of the
old Parliament House. It was ironic that the display shared the lawns with another group of people dedicated to a
cause that have also recently celebrated a 40th Anniversary and that is the Aboriginal Tent Embassy. The Embassy
was establishing in 1972 dedicated to Indigeonous land rights and remains a feature of the Parlimentary lawns today.
The event was attended by 70 + Leyland Vehicles and orgnised in rows Special, Executive, Super and Deluxe. There
were some of Australia’s finest on display and some great down to earth originals untouched by modification or
restoration. A picture gallery of the more unique P76 vehicles is shown on the next page.
For the Victorian Cubs participation to of our members received prizes for Best Modified and Best Super .
Concratulations goe to both Rick Brain and Greg Varveris

Victorian Club VIC/TAS Contingent

Committee Reports
President’s Report
Well here we are at the end of another financial year, with our AGM very close. Overall it has been a good year for the
club with a great deal of positive comment from the media, helping the P76 fraternity celebrate the 40th Anniversary
of the release of the car in June 1973.
Overall the standard of presentation and condition of the cars in the club steadily improving, with more younger
owners joining the club and restoring their vehicles. I am sure though that there are a lot of P76's still out there in
peoples' sheds (members included), that could be put back on the road under the club permit scheme which reduces
the cost of operating these cars significantly. If you are one of these people and you would like to get the car back on
road and actively taking part in the club's functions, but are unsure what to do, then talk to one of the committee
members for assistance.
From my perspective I have enjoyed the P76 activities we have attended this year especially those since David Walker
rebuilt my engine for me – he now wants to undertake stages 2 and 3 of the engine development – we'll see how my
budget pans out.
Some historic achievements for the P76 this year with the P76 winning out right the Peking to Paris rally. It just goes
to show how under rated the P76 was and is. Our congratulations to Gerry Brown and Matt Bryson on such success
Historic Winton Members of the club attended the 37th Historic Winton Car show and racing weekend in Benalla, to
help celebrate the 40th; along with the 50th of the EH Holden, Lamborghini and Honda. We had 11 P76's representing
the marque ( the largest single group on show), and were given a prime location at the event. Many kind words (and
envious in many cases) were made by the public. The racing was fantastic and it was great to see the Mini's, Cortina
GT's, Falcons and Monaros all competing again. The weather was great and the cars looked spectacular. All the
historic cars were allowed two parade laps of the race track which was heaps of fun.
40th Anniversary Celebrations was a fantastic event in Canberra and the Canberra club and the NSW club who
assisted are to be congratulated on a superb event. A trouble free drive up for all the Victorian Club members followed
by a very enjoyable “get to know you” evening with all the other clubs on the Friday. A long day but great. Saturday
was also busy with a recreation of the journalist’s first drive of the car – some twisty roads, some pretty rough roads
over quite a distance with lunch available from the local Fire Brigade in Gunderoo. Then the formal dinner that night
with some terrific guest speakers who all told some amazing stories about the creation of the car, and the true
reasons why it never made it past 1974. It wasn't the unions, nor the management of Leyland Australia. It was
because British Leyland decided early in 1974 to close all manufacturing outside of the UK.
Then on Sunday was held the Show and Shine on the lawns of old Parliament House. I think there were 76 P76's
(including 3 Force 7's; the one and only surviving station wagon, and a beautiful Ute conversion) on top of the 4
Marinas attended.
Our club attendance included 3 of our Tasmanian members with two of their cars – a true commitment to travel that
far – well done guys. I believe we won 3 prizes at the event – best Super (one of the Tasmanians), best modified (the
Middy car – once more spectacular), and the junior encouragement award to the P76 owned by Ryan Ford who
participated in the Shitbox rally across Australia this year. Well done to all those who won a prize, but also to all those
that attended.
A National Council meeting was held on the Friday evening and it was decide that South Australia would host the 2015
P76 National meeting with assistance from Victoria; and that Victoria would host the 2017 event- All in all a great
weekend.
Possible name change for the Club The Tasmanian members of our club are playing a very active part in the life of
the P76 especially by taking part in Tasmanian car shows and the like. In acknowledgement of their efforts, The
creation of a sperate club in Tasmania would not be cheap, and would take some time, particularly as there are only a
few P76 enthusiasts at the moment in Tasmania. Therefore I would like to examine a possible name change of our
club to include our Tasmanian ties. I suggest the club name be changed to

The Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria and Tasmania Inc.
I have underlined the change required. This possible change was thought of too late to be addressed at the AGM later
this month, but I would like the views of all our membership before putting together a proposal for the next AGM in
2014. If that AGM approved of the change, the current Constitution would need to be amended and would require
approval from the Dept. of Justice in Victoria. It would not be a quick process, but in my view would be a good step
forward. Would you give me a call or drop me an email to give me your thoughts on such a possible change.

In finalising this page for the financial year I would like to thank all our committee members for their hard work and
commitment over the past 12 months. It was great working with you. Also many thanks to all our members especially
those that participated in our events, and contributed to our magazine.
Safe Driving Ken

RANTINGS OF A P NUT The Secretary’s Report
Hello everyone,
Its been a while since my last report so I thought I better let everyone know I am still alive!
I have been busy out in my little shed over the last few months, building engines for people and modifying cylinder
heads in the never ending pursuit for more horse power. I recently finished our esteemed Presidents P76 V8 and its
now back in the car going well. My E6 P76 cylinder head is finally finished are ready to be refitted along with getting
my 1971 Morris Mini K Van onto the CPS and driving it around, including taking it to Hay in NSW and competing in the
Hay Mini Motorkhana Nationals.
Morris Mini Vans are breading around here lately with a mate of mine
recently purchasing a 1965 model. I will be doing most of the work to
it and replacing roadworthy items for him. He intends to put the car on
the Club Permit Scheme as well. A few people have asked me about
the CPS lately so if you need any information please give me a call or
send me an email. I am also a licensed Roadworthy inspector so I can
help you with the Road worthy inspection.
The Winton Historic race meeting has been and gone with a huge
turnout of Victorian P76s. We had a great weekend and our display
looked brilliant. I was lucky enough to take Marcus Kneebone’s lovely
white V8 Deluxe for the weekend. We were even given the opportunity
to drive our cars around the track for some demonstration laps. If you
missed it try and get there next year, it is truly a great weekend,
hopefully we can make it an annual P76 club run.
Rachel and I have also returned from the P76 40th Celebrations held in
Canberra. It was a highly enjoyable weekend away, very different to
the usual P76 national gatherings and much better for it. The quality of
the Saturday night formal dinner was superb and the P76 display on
Sunday was Fanbloodytastic! It was so great to see so many fine P76s
gathered in one place. All the Victorian members that did the drive to
the event should give themselves a pat on the back, the quality of our
cars was amongst the best in Australia and our attendance was
impressive. The 40th was a great success and the organizers should
be proud.
Our AGM is coming up so please make an effort to come along, bring
your P76 and join us for lunch. I will put my name down to continue
my role as Secretary so please attend and get involved. I hope to see
you there.
Regards
David.

Stick this in your Diary!!!
Diary!!! October 6/7th 2013
As reported by Ken it has been confirmed that the South Australian Club will host the
next P76 Nationals to be conducted in 2015. We are all looking forward to this and the
Victorian club has offered its hand in helping the SA Club in any way we can
Jointly we are planning an event to be conducted on the weekend of 6/7th October. We
have all been invited to Rod Warrick’s Farm/P76 Museum in Kiata to spend a social day
and view his collection of P76 and other vehicles. Rods Collection is one of the best in
Victoria and he cooks a pretty good BBQ. Will be a great weekend so I hope you can all
join us.

I was saving this one for the 4oth Anniversary
Edition!!!Makes you want to buy parts doesn’t it?

CLASSIFIEDS
Parts Trader

were no extras fitted when the car was delivered over
and above standard equipment.

Parts for Sale
Windscreens -The Victorian Club now has 10 new
Laminated Windscreens in stock priced at $185 Ea.
Please contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie).

Starter Motors – Reconditioned Starter Motors are
available for the very reasonable price of $135. The
starters come with a 6 month replacement guarantee
and are sold on a changeover basis. If you would like a
starter please contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie)
Z295 V8 Air Filter Cartridges – We have a stock of
original fit airfilters for sale at $35 each. These are no
longer being manufactured by RYCO so be quick Please
contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie).
Assorted Parts for Sale -,ENGINE PIPE, 6 CYL NEW
$75, TAIL PIPE EXHAUST NEW $65, 6 CYL TOP AND
BOTTOM RADIATOR HOSE, $15 PAIR, 6 CYL AIR
FILTER CIRCULAR $12 NEW, RADIATOR MOUNT
BUSHES $5 EACH, V8 EXHAUST SH MANIFOLD TO TAIL
PIPE $80, 6 CYL HEAD $20, 6 CYL INLET EXHAUST
MANIFOLD $20, WINDSCREEN SH EC $35, 3 SPD
GEARBOX $40, MANUAL STEER RACK $45, SUNVSOR
EXTERIOR ACROSS TOP WINDSCREEN, MESH $15,
BUMPER BAR ENDS $10-$25 DEP ON CONDITION,
FRONT SPRINGS $10 PR, REAR SPRINGS $10 PR, V8
INLET MANIFOLD $20 Ring Mick 03 97294005

Parts Wanted
Leyland P76/Force 7 Tachometer
Original Leyland 8 track tape player
Please contact David 0409 675 648

Leyland P76 Executive Carpet Ginger Brown
New or Good S/H
Leyland P76 Executive Boot Carpet New or S/H
Please contact Bob 0409 160 116

There is no factory radio or floor console. These do
come with the car should the new owner choose to fit
them.
I bought the car in May 2009. As the third owner I
have had is through a thorough under body inspection
clean and coating with PRO-15.
The second owner bought the car in 1990 after it was
painted. The car was stored on blocks with a carpeted
floor under it for 18 years with monthly engine starts
to keep things lubricated.
The car has some electrical mods to improve reliability
including a Bosch Alternator, H4 Headlights, and safety
switched electric fuel pump.
The car comes with new road tyres and twin spares,
dual fuel, dual exhaust with large diam tailpipes, valve
saver kit, rear window Venetian, dual ext mirrors,
factory grill bug screen, Force 7 Steering wheel and
rev counter, original Black and White Vic Number
Plates, various NOS Items, gaskets two new laminated
Windscreens and mudflaps all round.

Oil supply pipe power steering unit. This is the
long metal one that screws in at both ends. Mick
97294005

Vehicle Trader
Vehicle for Sale
Country
Cream
076A4S3M441109
08/73

V8
Four
Engine No

Speed
Super
44011174 DOM

This vehicle is in mint condition with only 135,000KM
(Believed Genuine). Straight, never been in an
accident, no rust however has been repainted in two
pack in its original colour and has an Imperial Leather
Interior. The books are in the car and indicate there

I have a 4 barrell Manifold and new 460CFM carby not
currently fitted but come with the car, complete
disassembled V8 ready for recon, two cylinder heads,
cleaned, crack tested/ fully reco intended for spares.

The car is offered to P76 Club Members for two months
after which I will advertise elsewhere for a higher
price. I am happy to discuss car and parts details with
club members Price $35,000 FIRM
Contact Philip McCumisky Ph 0354842020
White V8 Executive for sale Blue interior ( top of
back seat sun damaged) 3 speed manual gear box V8
engine little rust in front guard, very straight body. not
registered / no RWC, hasn't been run for quite a while.
Contact Rex Forester Howlong NSW (near
Albury)Phone 02 60265577Asking price $2750
Aspen Green V8 Executive One owner, 1 year of
registration, car still drives like new, original engine
which is the v8 auto. Registration plate LWL 269 1974
Leyland sedan, engine number 44121330.

Packaged Lot Tasmania
For Sale two project cars plus numerous spares
including NOS
Dry Red V8 Executive 076E4S4A4416364 Build 574/20

There are also 5 new oil filters, numerous globes and a
fan belt to go with the car. There is quiet a bit of
surface rust around the bottom of the doors and some
other spots. Original interior front seat has a rip in it
but the rest is fine. This was my pop's car and he
would only want it to go to someone who cares about
this car.
Contact Thomas Osment Phone 0438020530
Email thomas.osment@hotmail.com

The motor has had $7000 spent on it 7 years ago
(never started).

Corinthian Blue Super 076E4S3A4417141 Build
6-74/24 Black Interior

Price $10,000 for the lot
Contact Bob Findlay 0409 160 116 or direct to
the owner Greame on mobile 0419446552.

You can advertise your vehicle IN HERE for free
Please contact Editor at gabbler76dictum@dodo.com.au and provide a short description
Please Include the VIN or Engine Number and photos for your entry
Items will be advertised for three months. Contact the Editor to extend your advertisement or to remove it if sold.

